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ABSTRACT: IOT(Internet of Things) mainly consists of the wireless Sensor-Actuator Networks. The sensor senses 
the environment and gives the signals(data) to the server. The server processes this data and gives command to the 
actuator to take the specified action.Wireless sensor-actuator networks improve the practicality and flexibility of smart 
building systems. In smart buildings the services are nothing but the rules which are achieved by rule analyzing and 
executing. But sometimes, in the system some confusion and maloperation takes place because of the irrational 
contents of the rules and the conflicts among the rules. This paper includes description about a lightweight rule 
verification and resolution framework to solve the problems of confusion and confliction among the rules. This 
framework can balance the verification quality with speed and guarantee the rule system working appropriately. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In a smart building system, to achieve flexible control and management, control logics are usually expressed in the 
form of service rules and scheduled by a rule engine. However, the increase of users as well as the uncertainty of user’s 
demands will bring many problems. With the increasing scale of system, a large number of users appear, and users can 
customize their exclusive services according to their own needs. However, service increase and customization 
randomness make the service execution in smart building systems face severe challenges. 

Because different users have different individual demands and service contents customized are various, there may 
exist conflict between services. For example, the user A subscribes service 1 “if smoke concentration from smoke 
sensor is greater than 0.65% FT, then open window”. In this service, the smoke sensor and the actuator responsible for 
opening window are directly involved. The trigger condition is “if smoke concentration from smoke sensor is greater 
than 0.65% FT”; and the execution behavior is “open window”. The user B subscribes service 2 “if temperature is less 
than 20 , then close window”. When the room temperature captured by temperature sensors meets the trigger 
condition of service 2, window will close. At this moment, there might exist someone who smokes in this room. The 
value of smoke also meets the trigger condition of service 1, then the action of opening window will be executed. In 
this situation, a conflict between two services happens. Since the rules are added by users individually, manual input 
may lead to fuzzy logic or inaccurate input, while multi-user rule making may result in rule redundancy or content 
conflicts between rules, and thus reduce operation efficiency even bring abnormal operation. So, by rule verification 
and resolution framework, we can solve such problems. 

 
II. RELATED WORKS 

 
Smart building system, as an important part of IoT, has been researched and explored for years [2]. Jafer et al. [3] 

presented a building automation system based on WSANs, which can be used to build various indoor monitoring 
applications such as resident tracking, energyefficient electrical appliance control and building security. Recently, the 
research fields related to smart building systems have been extensive, such as activity recognition [4], service discovery 
and composition [5], as well as efficient rule engine [6]. Chen et al. [4] introduced an ontology based hybrid approach 
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to activity modeling that combined domain knowledge based model specification and data-driven model learning. 
Although the rules can be extracted through daily activities learning and recognition, in a smart building system, most 
of the rules are created by numerous users. On one hand, manual input may cause inexact logics or input errors. On the 
other hand, multi-user rule making may bring content conflicts among multiple rules. Hence, rule conflict detection is 
essential to ensure the correctness of rule execution [7]. 

Ma et al. [8] presented a rule-map based technique for data inconsistency detection, where rule-map was used to 
describe the hierarchical structure of rules and estimate judgment standards for consistency dynamically. Shehata et al. 
[9], [10] proposed a semi-formal method to detect policy interaction in smart home with a scenario-based approach, 
which can be applied to detect policy interaction. Leelaprute et al. [11] proved a classification method and resolution 
schemes of feature interaction in home network systems, and further introduced model checking techniques to 
automatically analyze possible feature interaction [12]. Hu et al. [14] proposed a complementary methodology 
SPIDER, to detect the feature interaction problem on service composition of smart home. 

Yan et al. [15] explore rule verification mechanism with considering both rule content anomaly and rule conflict, 
and present the rational degree of rule in a probability way. 

 
III. RULE VERIFICATION AND RESOLUTION SYSTEM 

 
A rule verification system(RVS) contains three modules: 1) Rule verification in creating(RV_C) module  2) Rule 

verification in executing(RV_E) module and  3) Conflict resolution (CR) module. The conflicts among the rules are 
classified into two types – Rule conflicts on device and Rule conflicts on environment. Rule conflict on device is the 
direct conflict between the two rules R1 and R2 for one device d. Rule conflict on environment is the conflict between 
R1 and R2 for different devices d1 and d2. This type of conflict occurs under the environment parameter confusion 
which is controlled by two devices. The RVS verifies rule conflicts on device in RV_C module and rule conflicts on 
environment in RV_E module. If any rule conflicts occurs, then the CR provides conflict resolution strategies to 
resolve the conflicts and improve the effectiveness of system. Following Figure1 represents the flow diagram of Rule 
verification and resolution Framework: 

 
Fig.1: Flow Diagram of Rule Verification and Resolution Framework 
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To improve the efficiency of the rule verification, the system includes two-segment rule verification. As already 
mentioned, the Rule Verification system has three module – Rule verification in creating module, Rule verification in 
Executing module and Rule conflict resolution module. 

 
A. Rule Verification In Creating: 

When any user adds the rule through human–computer interface, then it is firstly taken into the rule verification in 
creating module where the rule is firstly decomposed into simple and smaller forms of rules with the help of Rule 
Conversion (RC). Then this semi-formal rule description is transferred to the verification oriented formal rule 
representation. After this, the Content Anomaly Detection(CAD) detects whether the contents of the transformed rule is 
inconsistent with the domain knowledge in the Knowledge Base (KB). As the Rule Verification in Creating module 
detects the conflicts of rules on device, the Creating Conflict Detection (CCD) compares the rule with the other related 
rules in Rule Verification Base (RVB) to perform the conflict detection and analysis. If the conflict exists, then CCD 
will calculate the degree of confliction and reports the user at the same time. If the confliction does not exist, then the 
new rule is added to the RVB. Here, the principles, common sense, rational values and ranges of referenced parameters 
in the system are recorded in the Knowledge Base. 

 
Algorithm: 
Input: Rule X  
 LocationTree 
Begin  
1 R←RuleConvert(X)  
2 Ano←ContentAnomalyDetection(R)  
3 report Ano 
4 node←R.posID //get the position of R in LocationTree 
5 while node is not LocationTree.root do //reverse traversal the tree till root  
6   for each rule ER of node do  
7     DeviceConflictDetection(R, ER)  
8     if detect device conflict then  
9       ConDeg←ConflictDegreeCompute(R, ER) //compute conflict degree  
10       Res←ConflictResolution(R, ER) //get the most suitable resolution  
11       report ConDeg and Res  
12   node←node.parent 
13 subTree←thesubtree of LocationTree with root R.posID 
14 for each node in subTree do  
15   for each rule ER of node do  
16     DeviceConflictDetection(R, ER)  
17     if detect device conflict then  
18       ConDeg←ConflictDegreeCompute(R, ER)   
19       Res←ConflictResolution(R, ER)   
20       report ConDeg and Res  
End 
B. Rule Verification In Executing: 
After being triggered by the Rule Verification in Creating (RV_C) Module, the rule will be sent to the Rule 
Verification in Executing (RV_E) Module. The RV_E module detects the rule conflicts on environmental parameters. 
In this, the rules are first taken into the Rule Execution Base where the rules which are going to execute are stored and 
then they are transferred to the Executing Conflict Detection (ECD), which detects the rule conflicts again to make sure 
that the execution of this rule won’t cause failure to the system. 
 
Algorithm: 
Input: XML-format rule R 
Begin 
1 for each existing rule ER in ExecutionBasedo 
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2   if R.ServiceID equals to ER.ServiceID then 
3     if R.ControlArea overlaps with ER.ControlArea then 
4       if R.Action.Statething equals to ER.Action.Statething then 
5          report Write-Write Conflict 
6       else if R.TriggerEvent.Statething equals to ER.Action.Statething  then 
7           report Read-Write Conflict 
End 
 
C. Conflict Resolution: 
If the conflict exists in RV_C and RV_E modules, then the rule is sent to the Conflict Resolution (CR) module. This 
module works as the assistance of the RV_C and RV_E modules. CR provides rational conflict resolution strategies to 
improve the effectiveness of the system. If the conflict is resolved then it is send to the Rule Execution Engine (REE) 
otherwise, it reports the user about this conflict. Then the REE transfers this verified rule to the Wireless Sensor 
Actuator Network (WSAN) which then gives the command to the devices to take action. 
Algorithm: 
Input: XML-format rule R, ER  
Begin  
1 getR.ServiceID and ER.ServiceID 
2 get R.ServiceDescription.ServiceType and ER.ServiceDescription.ServiceType from KnowledgeBase according to 
ServiceID 
3 get R.User and ER.User 
4 if R.ServiceDescription.ServiceType equals to ER.ServiceDescription.ServiceType then  
value.service←s 
6 else  
value.service←m 
8 if R.User equals to ER.User then  
value.user←s 
10 else  
value.user←m 
12 compare (value.service, value.user) in ResolutionTable 
13 Res←corresponding resolution method 
End  
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we have discussed about the lightweight rule verification and execution framework which verifies the 
rules and avoids the confusion and maloperation occurs in the system because of the irrational contents of the rules and 
the conflicts among the rules. This system verifies the correctness of the rules so that the system will work smoothly 
and will achieve the flexible control and management on rules. 
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